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I live in the area of Appleton and on a daily basis I get to enjoy the surrounding area of 
Appleton with my young children in the knowledge that within a bike ride I am within a 
land of beauty, safety and green belt which my kids can enjoy nature and I can see them 
being safe. The impact and loss of wildlife in these areas will be immense let alone the 
added pollution to the area. 
Also within less than third of a mile is lumbrook bridge with it's one lights system, daily 
especially in school hours the traffic can be backed up lumbrook rd and bridge lane this 
can make leaving my house at these times virtually pointless add in another however many 
thousand houses with probably 2 cars per household this may I suspect even getting 
through at non school pick up hours almost impossible!! You can only divert so much 
traffic to roads outlined to be developed, some houses these people will all need to go via 
the already congested roads, again bridge foot is where the majority of these people will 
need to aim to...then yes even more gridlock!! 
The local schools are already full to capacity the local high school of Bridgewater has 300 
pupils per intake and oversized classrooms, again add on children into all these houses 
were are they going to be schooled surely they can't squeeze into the already full schools 
and take a drain on the already drained resources!! 
I work in the local hospital and see first hand the impact of an already developed town 
with a hospital that is daily full to capacity having to run a trust with already struggling 
resources an A&E that is not built or have capacity to cope with the already high numbers 
of people add an extra however many people that will live in the houses proposed then 
those resources are going to be stretched to dangerous incomprehensible proportions! 
I wholly object to local planned proposals for the south of warrington, why on earth do we 
need to bring thousands of people to an area that already over subscribed, roads not fit for 
capacity,  schools, hospitals, GPs are already over prescribed and why should areas of 
natural beauty and green belt be taken away from us and just bring more pollution and 
sadly less areas of beauty. 
Kerry 




